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requires the use of buffers and salt additives for healthy fish and improved colors. Rockers help reduce aggression. African diapers are known for their beautiful colours and hardness, but their aggressive nature makes many Aquariums steer clear of maintaining a cichlid aquarium. With research into their compatibility
and providing the environment to reduce aggression, the African Cichlys aquarium can be beautiful and fun. Aquarium Aquarium Size Decorations for African cichlids The minimum size of an African care tank is at least 48 gallons of at least four feet long for larger species. For smaller care givers and shell residents, they
can be stored in an aquarium of not less than 33 gallons. African cichlytes need a lot of space, so a large aquarium is highly recommended. Adding rockers to the aquarium is a must for African cichlytes to provide hiding places. This will help reduce aggression and allow fish to establish their territories. Rocks should be
stacked on top of each other to form caves. In addition, some cichlys prefer to appear in caves. Sheals also need a bright area for swimming. Clay pots also provide hiding place, and driftwood can provide shelter. Many African cichlids like to dig in gravel, so do not be surprised if they start digging pits, re-arrange gravel
or dig plants. If plants are desirable, use Java Fern or Java because they are robust and can tolerate the aquatic conditions needed for African Cichlgos. Water conditions The PH value of water needed for African cichlytes is in a higher range. When using the PH test kit, the water will turn blue. Ph level of Lake Malawi:
between 7 and 8.5 PH levels of Lake Tanganynika: between 7 and 9 PH levels of Lake Victoria: from 7 to 8.5 dh levels for all lakes: between 10 and 20 In order to maintain a high PH level, coral gravel must be used as a substrate. It is recommended to use African Lake buffers and salt additives. They can be purchased
in most aquarium shops. These buffers also add additional minerals to the water, which also help keep your cichlys healthy. Some African cichlids may adapt and live in the range of 7 to 8 ph scales, but some also need this extra degree. An accurate reading for each species can be discovered through research. It is very
important not to make a sudden change in PH. This can cause stress in fish and weaken their immune system, opening them up to disease. The aquarium water temperature for African cichlys should be between 70 and 84 degrees with an ideal reading at 78 degrees Celsius. Higher water temperatures can increase fish
metabolism and affect the immune system, as well as stimulate aggression in the cichlids. Lower temperatures will cause less aggression, but should never be below 70 degrees. It is important to have a good filtration in the aquarium, because African care is produced by a lot of waste. Water changes from 15% to 25%
must be performed weekly to keep the tank clean. Try using a filter that is recommended for a larger aquarium size. Many care tanks have two filter systems. One can be submerged canister type and another filter can be such that hangs over the back of the aquarium. Do not use under gravel filters in an African care
tank. Most cichlys like to dig in and this interferes with the filter Adding buffers and salts to tank purchase buffers and salt additives from your local pet store can be costly, especially for large aquariums. There are cheaper methods of conditioning the aquarium using materials purchased in grocery stores or drugstores.
Bicarbonate of soda (baking soda) can be used to raise ph water. To regulate the salt content of water, you can use etched salt or non-iodized rock salt. It is extremely important not to use iodized salt, which is found in table salt. Epsom salts can be used to raise DH levels for water hardness. Always add very small
amounts of these substances and test every time. A good rule of law for keeping African cichlids is to pay attention to size and try not to mix cichlids with different lakes. African Cichlids Tank Mates African Cichlids are a must if you want to add some color and vitality to your aquarium. These fish are famous for their
bright and beautiful colors, as well as their aggressive character. From their name you can guess their origin. African cichlys come from different African lakes, and that's what they call themselves. In the wild, African nurtures are blooming in rocky terrain. Therefore, consideration should be given to providing them with a
tank configuration that resembles their rocky habitat. Several rocks strategically placed in the tank can create the perfect place to live for these wonderful fish. After all, African nurtures are a habit of finding places to hide. The rocks in the tank can be places for them to seek refuge in case of aggression from other
colleagues in the tank. In addition to rocks, you can also include several small caves to provide a much needed safe haven for them. Despite the fact that they like to hide from time to time, African cichlys are very active. You can confirm this by watching them swim almost all day long. This should not surprise you now
that you know their origin and general behavior both in captivity and in the wild. When it comes to their diet, you need to be fully aware of what they like the most. While some of them like to feed on algae, others prefer insects and small fish. During sleep, pipers do not close their eyes, which is a common fact in almost all
fish except sharks. So, don't be surprised to find them to sleep while they seem to be looking at you. In any case, it needs an expert to tell you if they are sleeping or sleeping, but that shouldn't bother you at all. African ashtrays are aggressive and territorial in nature. For this reason, you should not store them in the same
tank with your own type. In simple terms, you should not have an African nurse sharing the same living space with a closely related species. This may lead to Inbred. In addition, it is not advisable to keep African cichlytes from Lake Tanganyu in the same reservoir with those of the lake Both species thrive in different
aquatic environments. Fish Compatible with African cichlidists These species of fish do not get along well with many fish when placed in the same tank. That doesn't mean they're lonely in their entirety. Here's a list of the top ten tank mates you can put to live alongside your African cichlys. 1. Clown Loaches Clown
Loaches are semi-aggressive fish that can perfectly match african cherished fish. The fish is characterized by tan and black color, including four barbells protruding from the mouth. Like African cichlys, Clown Loaches tend to hide all the time. Therefore, make sure your tank is fully equipped with small rocks and caves to
help them find the perfect hiding place. As a result, these fish species will not resort to aggression while protecting their territories. Clown Loaches are lower feeders so they spend most of their time at the bottom of the tank in search of food. Their main diet consists, among other things, of bloodthirsty, flakes, granules
and brine shrimp. Level of care: Moderate maximum fish size: 4.5 inch (12 cm) Water temperature range: 72-86°F (22-30°C) pH range: 6.0 to 7.5 2. Plecos Pleco Fish Plecos is the perfect tank for your African carers. As bottom feeders, you can be sure that your tank will remain clean at all times. These fish feed on algae
and this should no longer worry you about cleaning the tank. Given that Plecos spend most of their time at the bottom of the aquarium, your African pipers will have enough space to swim without interfering with their direct tank mates. This should say that the chances of African nurturers becoming territorial will be slim,
given that Plecos will not be scrambling for the same living spaces in the tank. Grooming level: Very easy Maximum fish size: 24 inches (60 cm) Water temperature range: 72-78°F (22-26°C) pH range: 6.5 to 7.5 3. Leopard Bushfish One of the main reasons why Leopard Bushfish can make a good tank mate with African
Cichlys is their aggressive behavior. The aggressive tendencies of the two fish make them fit perfectly and there is no doubt about that. One of the interesting things about Leopard Bushfish is their behavior of cheating other fish in the tank to think that they are just leaving lying around. From this behavior, aquarists
decided to combine them with larger fish, not smaller ones. Most of the time Leopard Bushfish become picky eaters and therefore need to provide them with their own meal when they are sharing a tank with African Cichlys. Their ideal food should be small, lively or frozen to eat well. Sometimes you can provide them with
petals, although they do not like them so much. This is due to the fact that Bushfish is carnivorous naturally and won't eat quantity of flakes as you would expect. Level of care: Moderate Maximum fish size: up to 7 inches (18 cm) Water temperature range: 73-82°F (23-28°C) pH range: 6.0 to 7.5 4. Red Tail Shark Red
Tail Shark The Red Tail Shark derives its name from a beautiful elegant black body, which is complemented by a red tail. Despite the fact that they are incredibly beautiful and charming, do not take for granted that they are delicate fish. These fish are semi-aggressive, not just another species of pretty fish to admire.
Their semi-aggressive nature makes the Red Tail Shark the perfect tank with African cichlys because they seem to share almost the same temperament. In addition, they are territorial and can set their own boundaries in the tank. If you are an experienced hobbyist of the aquarium, you will surely understand that these
fish have set up markings so that other colleagues from the tank do not make mistakes about their territories. Red Tail Shark fish like vegetation and rocks in their living space. Make sure these functions are in the tank to make them comfortable. Most importantly, make sure the tank is large enough to accommodate red
tail shark and African cherish. Level of care: Moderate Maximum fish size: about 4 inches (10 cm) Water temperature range: 72-79°F (22-26°C) pH range: 6.5 to 7.5 5. Giant Danios Giant Danio Fish (source - CC BY-SA 4.0) Giant Danios make good neighbors with African Cichlystek when placed in the same fish tank.
But to make their neighborhood strong, you need this Rainbowfish in the same tank environment. In addition, Danios must be large enough to fit perfectly with African cichlytes. Or, you might consider Danios another delicious meal for cherished in Africa's Cichlyan. Giant Danios prefer to live at the bottom or in the middle
of the tank. In this way, they can easily get along well with the nurturing closes very well. Giant Danios are famous for their preference for vegetated areas. This means that you should consider adding a few plants to your tank to set up to keep them busy and happy throughout. Grooming level: Easy Maximum fish size:
about 4 inches (10 cm) Water temperature range: 64-74°F (17-23°C) pH range: 6.5 to 7.0 6. African Red-Eyed Tetra African Red-Eyed Tetra African Red-Eyed Tetra (Arnoldichthys spilopterus) is another fish that can live quite well with an African cichlid. Fish can grow quite larger, hence the need to prepare a larger tank,
which can give him enough space to swim from one corner to another. When placed in the same tank with African nurtures African Red-Eyed Tetra develop best under the same tank conditions, making the two fish good tank mates. One of the most intriguing things about African Red-Eyed Tetra is that they are not picky
when taking meals. This is the same with African African especially when they live in the same tank. Make sure you provide them with frozen foods, algae, cereals and anything both fish can eat. Level of care: Moderate Maximum fish size: about 4 inches (10 cm) Water temperature range: 73-82°F (23-28°C) pH range:
6.0 to 8.0 7. Rainbowfish Rainbowfish (source) Rainbow Fish can make good tank mates with African Pielast. But before you even introduce Rainbow Fish into the same african grooming tank environment, make sure it's big enough. Unlike complying with this directive, you will subject your smaller Rainbow Fish to the
aggressive behavior of African cichlidists. In fact, a small-sized Rainbow Fish will become a free meal for African cichlytes in minutes. Rainbow Fish are known to be omnivorous, meaning they can eat almost all types of fish food presented to them. These fish can do well with all kinds of prepared dishes. Although they
have larger lips, Rainbow Fish can get even better with little food. Grooming Level: Very Easy Maximum fish size: Up to 4 inches (10 cm) Water temperature range: 72-77°F (22-25°C) pH range: 7.0 to 8.0 8. Synodontis Catfish Synodontis Sum Synodontis Sum have almost similar behaviour to the African cichly. For
starters, they like to hide especially under rocks, small caves or vegetation. When setting up an aquarium to accommodate these two species of fish, make sure it contains rocks and small caves for them to hide. In addition, these fish like to stay in fish tanks with sandy bottoms and plenty of vegetation or plants.
Synodontis Catfish are the lower inhabitants and can spend most of their time at the bottom of the reservoir, giving enough space for African swim cherishers. Although they love to eat fish flakes, you need to find ways to include granules in their diet from time to time. When you provide these tank colleagues with the
right food, you will realize that they are always in optimal shape. Grooming level: Very easy Maximum fish size: Almost 10 inches (25 cm) Water temperature range: 75-82°F (24-28°C) pH range: 7.5 to 9.0 9. Flying Fox Fish Flying Fox Fish (source – CC BY-SA 4.0) If you're not eager enough, you can make a fool of
Flying Fox for the Ionian Algal Eater. The two species of fish look similar, although Flying Fox is characterized by the presence of barbells or flaps around the mouth, a golden band running down the body, a smooth edge next to the line running through the body and colorful fins. These fish can make good tank mates
from African Cichlid and other fish species because they are friendly and easy to get along with. After placing in the same living environment with African cichlytes, it is advisable to provide a spacious reservoir with lots of plants, driftwood, small caves Rocks. All these features are included Provide space for the Flying
Fox to hide in case of any aggression from other tanker fish. During feeding, it is necessary to make sure that their diet consists mainly of flakes, frozen or live food, wafers and granules. In addition, these fish feed well on algae, and since they are inhabitants of the bottom, you will not have to worry about cleaning the
tank. Grooming level: Easy Maximum fish size: 8 inches (20 cm) Water temperature range: 76-81°F (24-27°C) pH range: 6.0 to 7.5 10. Siamese Algae Eater Siamese Algae Eater In most cases, humans have wrong the Siamese Algal Eater with flying fox fish, because both species look so similar. The only difference is
the lack of flaps in the corner of the mouth of the Yiam Algal Eaters. These fish are good companions of African cichlytes because they have a lot in common. Yiam Algae Eaters are generally calm fish and therefore they are the best candidates for many fellow tankers, including African Cichlys. In general, these fish are
the best choice to be included in the aquarium community. Given that they are the lower inhabitants, they can coexist peacefully with the nurturers. You need to make sure that these two species of fish live in harmony, providing them with a large tank with plenty of space for swimming. The main part of their diet is on their
behalf. These fish eat a lot of algae, but you can provide them with plant matter as well as vegetation. Grooming level: Easy Maximum fish size: 6 inches (15 cm) Water temperature range: 75-79°F (23-26°C) pH range: 6.5 to 7.0 What fish should I avoid following African cichlid? African diapers don't have too many
potential tank mates. This means that there are too many species of fish to avoid when choosing a fellow tank for African grooming. Avoid fish that look obedient, small and less aggressive because they won't survive in the same tank with African Cielas. Below is an example of such fish: Guppy Fish Corydoras Angelfish
Glassfish Discus Application Although there are those fish that can make good tank mates with African Cichlytes, take precautions when introducing them into the tank. This is because African cherishers are antisocial creatures who take the time to get used to their new tank mates. Binding.
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